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‘This is not a conventional cancer book. You will find many
of the things you read illuminating, some of the information
may be surprising and even, at times, shocking. However
all of the information is backed up by scientific research
and fully referenced’
PROFESSOR SIR GRAEME CATTO, MD, FRCP, FRSE
President, College of Medicine and Former President, General Medical Council
and Vice Principal, King’s College, London.

1 in 3 of us will be diagnosed with cancer at some point in our lives.
Beat Cancer is a book for everyone. Divided into 10 Steps designed to help us
understand what cancer is, how to prevent it and how to manage it if diagnosed,Beat
Cancer will inform those who don’t have the disease how lifestyle changes can help reduce
their risk and help those diagnosed regain control of their life and
health.Empowering,accessible, and scientifically sound, Beat Cancer offers invaluable
access to the latest peer-reviewed, evidence-based information.

THE 10 STEP GUIDE:
Step 1 - Inform Yourself:reveals the latest findings about cancer cells and what they do.
Step 2 – Find your balance: explains the importance of balance in body and mind, the
need for an integrated approach and the levels of healing needed for recovery.
Step 3 – Choose the right conventional therapies for you:details symptoms of cancer,
information on screening, diagnosis, procedures and treatments including supportive and
emerging therapies.
Step 4 – Know which complementary therapies can help:separates and explains
therapies that support treatment from those you should avoid.
Step 5 – Eat to beat cancer: reveals the latest diet-linked research and details the Ten
Essential Food Factors in the Beat Cancer diet that Prof Plant uses herself, which include
eating an organic, alkaline, varied diet, cutting out dairy and reducing salt and sugar.
Step 6 – Protect Yourself with exercise: how exercise protects againstcancer and aids
recovery if you are diagnosed.

Step 7 – Be aware of your environment:how to limit your exposure to the Big 3
(pesticides, perfumes and plastics) plus simple measures to reduce your exposure, including
advice on household and skincare brands, hair dyes and mobile phones
Step 8 – Manage stress:how to cope if you have a cancer diagnosis and how to find
support.
Step 9 – Broaden your awareness: why charities, doctors and the media are often
constrained in the information they provide and why making decisions for yourself based on
knowledge will enable you to take your life firmly into your own hands.
Step 10 – Stay on course: how to stay in remission,keep healthy and alert, and live your
life.
Whether you are looking to find the rightintegrated approach to treating canceror to do
everything you can to prevent cancer occurring, Beat Cancer will provide all the latest
evidence-based scientific information you need to do the most vital thing of all: live a healthy
life.
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